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Abstract
We present a method for the generation and coherent manipulation of pulsed quantum frequency combs. Until now, methods of preparing high-
dimensional states on-chip in a practical way have remained elusive due to the increasing complexity of the quantum circuitry needed to prepare
and process such states. Here, we outline how high-dimensional, frequency-bin entangled, two-photon states can be generated at a stable, high
generation rate by using a nested-cavity, actively mode-locked excitation of a nonlinear micro-cavity. This technique is used to produce pulsed
quantum frequency combs. Moreover, we present how the quantum states can be coherently manipulated using standard telecommunications
components such as programmable filters and electro-optic modulators. In particular, we show in detail how to accomplish state characterization
measurements such as density matrix reconstruction, coincidence detection, and single photon spectrum determination. The presented methods
form an accessible, reconfigurable, and scalable foundation for complex high-dimensional state preparation and manipulation protocols in the
frequency domain.
Video Link
The video component of this article can be found at https://www.jove.com/video/57517/
Introduction
The control of quantum phenomena opens the possibility for new applications in fields as diverse as secure quantum communications1, powerful
quantum information processing2, and quantum sensing3. While a variety of physical platforms are actively being researched for the realizations
of quantum technologies4, optical quantum states are important candidates as they can exhibit long coherence times and stability from external
noise, excellent transmission properties, as well as compatibility with existing telecommunications and silicon chip (CMOS) technologies.
Towards fully realizing the potential of photons for quantum technologies, state complexity and information content can be increased through the
use of multiple entangled parties and/or high-dimensionality. However, the on-chip generation of such optical states lacks practicality as setups
are complicated, not perfectly scalable, and/or use highly-specialized components. Specifically, high-dimensional path-entanglement requires
 coherently-excited identical sources and elaborate circuits of beam-splitters5 (where  is the state dimensionality), while time-entanglement
needs complex multi-arm interferometers6. Remarkably, the frequency-domain is well-suited for the scalable generation and control of complex
states, as shown by its recent exploitation in quantum frequency combs (QFC)7,8 using a combination of integrated optics and telecommunication
infrastructures9, and provides a promising framework for future quantum information technologies.
On-chip QFCs are generated using nonlinear optical effects in integrated micro-cavities. Using such a nonlinear micro-resonator, two entangled
photons (noted as signal and idler) are produced by spontaneous four-wave mixing, via the annihilation of two excitation photons - with the
resultant pair generated in a superposition of the cavity's evenly-spaced resonant frequency modes (Figure 1). If there is coherence between the
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individual frequency modes, a frequency-bin entangled state is formed10, which is often referred to as a mode-locked two photon state11. This
state wave-function can be described by,
Here,  and  are the single-frequency-mode idler and signal components, respectively, and  is the probability amplitude for the -th
signal-idler mode pair.
Previous demonstrations of on-chip QFCs highlight their versatility as viable quantum information platforms, and include combs of correlated
photons12, cross-polarized photons13, entangled photons14,15,16, multi-photon states15, and frequency-bin entangled states9,17. Here, we provide a
detailed overview of the QFC platform and a protocol for high-dimensional frequency-bin entangled optical state generation and control.
Future quantum applications, especially those to be interfaced with high-speed electronics (for timely information processing), demand the high-
rate generation of high-purity photon states in a compact and stable setup. We use an actively mode-locked, nested cavity scheme to produce
QFCs within the telecommunications S, C, and L frequency bands. A micro-ring is incorporated into a larger pulsed laser cavity, with optical gain
(provided by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier, EDFA) filtered to match the micro-ring excitation bandwidth18. Mode-locking is actively realized via
electro-optic modulation of the cavity losses19. An isolator ensures that pulse propagation follows a single direction. The resulting pulse train has
very low root mean square (RMS) noise and exhibits tunable repetition rates and pulse powers. A high isolation notch filter separates the emitted
QFC photons from the excitation field. These single photons are then guided through fibers for control and detection.
Our scheme is a step towards a high generation-rate, small-footprint QFC source, as all components used can potentially be integrated onto a
photonic chip. Additionally, pulsed excitation is particularly well-suited for quantum applications. First, looking at a pair of micro-cavity resonances
symmetric to the excitation, it generates two-photon states where each photon is characterized by a single-frequency mode– central for linear
optical quantum computing20. As well, multi-photon states can be generated by moving to higher power excitation regimes and selecting multiple
signal-idler pairs15. Second, as photons are emitted in known time windows corresponding to the pulsed excitation, post-processing and gating
can be implemented to improve state detection. Perhaps most significantly, our scheme supports high generation rates of photon states using
harmonic mode-locking without reducing the coincidence-to-accidental ratio (CAR) – which could pave the way for high-speed, multi-channel
quantum information technologies.
To demonstrate the impact and feasibility of the frequency-domain, control of QFC states must be accomplished in targeted ways, ensuring
highly efficient transformations and state coherence. To satisfy such requirements, we use cascaded programmable filters and phase modulators
– established components in the telecommunications industry. Programmable filters can be used to impose an arbitrary spectral amplitude and
phase mask on the single photons, with a resolution sufficient to address each frequency mode individually; and electro-optic phase modulators
driven by radio-frequency (RF) signal generators facilitate the mixing of frequency components21.
The most important aspect of this control scheme is that it operates on all quantum modes of the photons simultaneously in a single spatial
mode, using single control elements. Increasing the quantum state dimensionality will not lead to an increase in the setup complexity, in contrast
to path- or time-bin entanglement schemes. As well, all components are externally reconfigurable (meaning the operations can be altered without
amending the setup) and use existing telecommunications infrastructure. Thus, existing and upcoming developments in the field of ultrafast
optical processing can be directly transferred to the scalable control of quantum states in the future.
In summary, the exploitation of the frequency-domain by QFCs supports the high-rate generation of complex quantum states and their control,
and, is thus well-suited for the harnessing of complex states towards practical and scalable quantum technologies.
Protocol
1. Generation of the High-dimensional Frequency-bin Entangled States via Pulsed
Excitation
1. Following the scheme outlined in Figure 2 (Generation stage), connect each component using polarization-maintaining optical fibers (for
improved environmental stability).
2. Connect a power supply to the electro-optic amplitude modulator and apply a DC voltage offset, tuning the offset value until the optical power
transmitted through it is approximately halved (measured using an optical power meter), e.g., such that a peak transmission value of 2 mW is
halved to 1 mW.
3. Measure the approximate external cavity length. Calculate the external cavity mode spacing using the relationship,
 
 
where  is the external cavity mode spacing, c is the speed of light in vacuum,  is the effective index of the cavity medium, and L is
the external cavity length. For example, for a 20 m cavity comprised of fiber with an effective refractive index of 1.46, the approximate cavity
mode spacing would be 10.2 MHz.
4. Turn on the EDFA to initiate lasing.
5. Insert the fast photodiode into the setup at either the cavity coupler or other ring ports. Connect the photodiode signal to an oscilloscope to
observe the excitation field's intensity in the time-domain.
6. Set the oscilloscope time resolution to <100 ps (through the horizontal scale knob) in order to resolve the ns-scale pulses. At this step,
without the modulator activated, the output on the oscilloscope will show unstable pulse operation with a low quality, high noise pulse train.
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7. Connect a function generator to the electro-optic amplitude modulator. Set the frequency of the function generator output to the (approximate)
external cavity mode spacing found above (or a harmonic of it). This signal performs the mode-locking. Choose either a pulse (rectangular)
waveform or sine wave for amplitude modulation. Turn on the function generator.
8. Tune the RF function generator frequency and DC offset to optimize and stabilize the pulse train shape on the oscilloscope. If a pulsed driving
signal is used, optimize its duty cycle.
9. Manually adjust the EDFA gain to reduce (or increase) pulse intensity to the regime where the properties of the generated photons are as
desired by the user (CAR is a useful metric here - see below for details on its measurement). For this, compare the respective coincidence
histograms generated by the visual interface that comes with the timing electronics.
10. Feed the timing electronics sync channel with the pulse train signal (detected by the photodiode) or the RF mode-locking signal to
synchronize the single photon detectors with the photon pair generation.
11. To increase the generation rate of the QFCs, drive the mode-locking modulator at higher harmonics of the external cavity frequency spacing
while simultaneously augmenting the EDFA gain to ensure the same power per pulse — this maintains the photon pair CAR while boosting
the pair production rate (Figure 3). For this, increase the function generator output frequency and EDFA gain respectively.
2. Control of the High-dimensional Frequency-bin Entangled States
1. Following the scheme outlined in Figure 2 (Control stage), connect all components using polarization-maintaining fibers. Beginning from the
notch filter in the generation scheme, connect in series the first programmable filter, phase modulator, and second programmable filter. Finally
connect the single photon detectors for measurement purposes.
2. Programmable filter operation
 
NOTE: Depending on the specific application/measurement being performed, the control parameters of the QFC will vary and the phase and
amplitude masks applied to the frequency modes must be determined accordingly. The amplitude mask can be used to attenuate or block
certain frequency modes and the phase mask can impart an arbitrary phase shift on each mode.
1. Determine the necessary masks for the desired application/measurement.
2. Via the programmable filter visual interface22, set the amplitude of the desired frequency mode channels and attenuate all others.
3. Similarly, apply the phase mask (the phase applied to the undesired channels is unimportant, as they are fully attenuated). Control the
programmable filter with a visual interface where the desired frequencies are selected.
3. Phase modulation operation
1. Using phase modulation, driven by a periodic signal, split each spectral component into side-bands evenly spaced by the frequency of
the signal generator that is driving the phase modulator. Use this to mix several different quantum frequency modes, analogous with
spatial beam-splitters in path-entanglement schemes. In the quantum regime, electro-optic phase modulation is considered a quantum
scattering operation23.
2. Determine the target frequency modes (dependent on  and the measurement/processing being performed) and calculate the voltage
pattern (frequency and amplitude for a sine wave generator) to optimize the desired  values (see below for some details on this).
3. Connect the signal generator to the RF amplifier using low-loss cables (such as SMC cables). Connect the RF amplifier output to the
phase modulator, also using adequate RF cables. Once all RF ends are connected and properly terminated, bias the RF amplifier.
4. Ensure that the RF amplifier has sufficient output power to drive the electro-optic phase modulator with sufficient voltage to meet the
desired mixing conditions — these are on the order of several  (the half-wave voltage of the phase modulator). Also, ensure that the
RF cables and connectors are adequate for the bandwidth and frequency range of the driving signal.
5. Set the RF signal generator (which is driving the phase modulator) at a frequency which will overlap the desired modes with the
created side-bands (e.g., 33 GHz).
6. Turn on the signal generator to mix the frequency modes.
7. To verify that the correct modulation is applied, send a continuous-wave laser through the phase modulator and check that the output
spectrum corresponds to the intended modulation using an optical spectrum analyzer (the modulation parameters can be further
optimized, see notes).
 
NOTE: Optimizing the mixing of frequency modes (determining the optimal function frequency and amplitude) is highly dependent
on the desired mixing scheme, experiment being performed, and state dimensionality . If possible, the mixing schemes should
mix modes close to the initial frequency mode (at low-integer sidebands) to increase the mixing efficiency. For example, if ,
the mixing is recommended to occur halfway between the two frequency modes (thus, the phase modulation should be driven at a
frequency which has an integer multiple equal to half the quantum mode frequency spacing, or free spectral range (FSR)). However,
for , mixing is recommended to occur in the center frequency mode (phase modulation should be driven at a frequency with
an integer multiple equal to the FSR). For example, with  and micro-cavity  GHz, the phase modulation driving
signal is set to 33.33 GHz such that the  sideband overlaps with the neighboring frequency modes - while also leaving sufficient
intensity in the center frequency mode. This results in the overlapping of sidebands neighboring modes ,  and 
at the center frequency mode . Figure 4a visualizes an example of the modulation process and the sideband coefficients. Each
frequency mode undergoes the same phase modulation and creates the same sideband distribution, but centered about the original
frequency mode (Figure 4a). For a single frequency mode, the sideband amplitudes are calculated as the coefficients of a Fourier
series24,
 
 
where  is the amplitude transferred to the -th sideband,  is the frequency that the phase modulator is driven at,  is the
phase modulation pattern (periodic with frequency ), and  is the argument of the periodic modulation function ( ).
For a sinusoidal driving signal, , the side-band amplitudes are described by the Jacobi-Anger
expansion,
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where  is the -th order Bessel function of the first kind evaluated at  and  is the maximum phase shift (where
 is the voltage amplitude of the single-tone driving signal).
3. Processing of the High-dimensional Frequency-bin Entangled States
1. Single photon spectrum
1. Insert a single photon detector following the filtering of the excitation field from the QFC, at the output of a programmable filter.
2. Via the programmable filter computer software, sweep over the full programmable filter bandwidth using a narrow bandpass filter
amplitude mask, measuring photon count rates as a function of frequency. For example, if a visual interface/control script in MATLAB is
used (that is interfaced with the programmable filter control and timing electronics), enter the desired filter bandwidth values and step
number and click "Run". Ensure sufficient integration time to get proper photon counts.
3. To reconstruct the spectrum from this data, plot (for example, using a Matlab script) the photon count rates against the corresponding
wavelength (bandpass filter center) where they were acquired.
2. Coincidence measurement
1. To perform a coincidence measurement, split and route the signal and idler photons to separate single photon detectors. If the
programmable filter has multiple ports, use it to perform the separation. Otherwise, insert a dense-wavelength division multiplexer
(DWDM) prior to the single photon detectors and use this to route the photons.
2. Select a signal and idler pair (for example, the second resonance lines with respect to the excitation frequency, signal-2 and idler-2)
using the programmable filter (via the supplied software interface) and route them to two separate single photon detectors. For
example, for the WaveManager software, click the Flexgrid sub-menu, click "Add" and enter the wavelength and output port for the
chosen channel22.
3. Record the arrival time of the signal and idler photons using the time-to-digital converter. From these measurements, compute the time
delay between the two photons. Plot a histogram (for example, using a Matlab script) of coincidence counts for a time-delay  between
signal and idler — this provides a coincidence measurement.
 
NOTE: The CAR metric compares the number of true coincidence counts from the generated photon pairs with the accidental
coincidence counts arising from multi-photon processes and dark counts.
4. From the above-computed measurement, record the number of counts in the center peak (coincidences stemming from photons
produced in the same pulse, centered around the zero delay, ) — which is the coincidence value.
5. Record the average number of counts in each side-peak (coincidences of photons produced in different pulses, where  is a multiple of
the pulse train period, i.e., the inverse of the pulse repetition rate), which is the accidental value.
 
NOTE: The CAR is simply the ratio of these two values (coincidence value/accidental value).
3. Density matrix reconstruction
 
NOTE: The process for density matrix reconstruction depends on several parameters of the quantum state: the dimensionality of the photons,
the number of photons, and which modes are being measured. The number of raw measurements required is equal to , where 
is the dimensionality and  is the number of photons. So, for example, a two-photon pair with a dimensionality of  will require 81
measurements. This protocol will outline the general process for density matrix reconstruction, with examples for a pair of  frequency
mode photons.
1. Determine a set of basis vectors for the desired state and a set of projection vectors (see below for details on how to appropriately
choose these).
2. With a coincidence measurement, use either a programmable filter or a DWDM route signal and idler photons to separate single
photon detectors.
3. Via the programmable filter software control, select the desired frequency modes and attenuate all others. Set the phase mask values
to realize each projection wavevector individually and record a coincidence measurement. It is important to allow the same integration
time between different projection coincidence counts.
4. Using a custom computer script, compute the density matrix of the photons using the raw coincidence count measurements of each
projection wavevector (see below for relevant computational details).
 
NOTE: When determining basis vectors for the density matrix measurement, they must span the state space. For the example case,
the basis vectors are
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For a state , the density matrix describes the quantum state by,
 
 
The density matrix for any real physical system must be a positive-definite, Hermitian matrix - but due to noise, this may not always
be the case. In the example case with the chosen basis, the wavevector for the ideal maximally frequency-entangled state can be
represented as
 
 
and thus, the theoretical density matrix would be:
 
 
Projection measurements are taken on a series of projection wavevectors, . Coincidence counts for each projection are given as,
 
 
where  is a constant (see below for definition).
5. Choose an orthogonal set of , normalized matrices, , such that
 
 
where  is the trace,  is the dimension,  is the number of photons, and  is the Kronecker delta function. These matrices can
be constructed using the special unitary SU( ) generators (of which there are ), along with the identity matrix, through all
possible tensor product combinations25. See below for the orthogonal matrices of the example case.
6. Reconstruct the density matrix, , via the following relationships,
 
 
 
 
 
where  is the photon counts for the -th projection vector,  are the projection vectors (see next step), where  and  are
calculated according to the equation definition.
 
NOTE: Projection wavevectors for the example case are,
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Experimentally, these wavevectors are realized by imparting the appropriate phase shift on each mode via the programmable filter.
Refer to previous publication25 for discussion on projection vectors. The orthogonal set of matrices,  for the example case are
chosen first using the SU(3) generators along with the identity matrix,
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
and are computed as,
 
7. For a more in-depth discussion of high-dimensional state reconstruction, refer to reference 25 25.
Representative Results
The outlined scheme for the generation and control of high-dimensional frequency-bin states (based on the excitation of nonlinear micro-cavities,
Figure 1) is shown in Figure 2. This setup uses standard telecommunications components and is highly flexible in the photon production rate
and the processing operations applied. Figure 3 shows the characterization of the generation scheme through the coincidence rate and CAR
as function of the repetition rate, demonstrating that the production of photon pairs can be increased without decreasing the CAR. In the control
section, programmable filters and phase modulators (Figure 4A) allow coherent control of the photon wavefunctions. Such a control scheme is
used to perform quantum state tomography of a , two-photon system to reconstruct the state density matrix, as shown in Figure 4B. The
results demonstrate excellent agreement between the measured and maximally entangled states, with an achieved fidelity of 80.9%.
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Figure 1: Pulsed quantum frequency comb generation. A pulsed field excites a single nonlinear micro-cavity resonance (green).
Spontaneous four-wave mixing mediates the annihilation of two photons from the excitation spectral-mode and the generation of two daughter
photons, called signal and idler (red and blue), spectrally symmetric to the excitation. The photon pair is also in a quantum superposition of the
frequency modes defined by the resonances, such that in the eigenbasis defined by the state Hamiltonian, the wavefunction is represented by a
normalized sum of the symmetric frequency-mode eigenvectors. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
 
Figure 2: Platform for practical high-dimensional quantum state generation and control. The micro-ring resonator26,27 is embedded in a
larger, external cavity. This external cavity comprises an active electro-optic amplitude modulator driven by a signal generator, an optical gain
component, and a narrow band-pass filter, with the latter limiting the circulating excitation pulse to a pass-band corresponding to a single micro-
cavity resonance. Quantum frequency combs generated through this scheme (Figure 1) are filtered from the excitation field and pass on to the
control stage via a notch filter. Here, a concatenation of programmable filters and electro-optic phase modulators (driven by an amplified signal
from an RF signal generator) can be used for manipulating the state. In the processing stage, the idler and signal photons are routed to separate
single-photon detectors using a DWDM, and the time delay is measured using timing electronics. Please click here to view a larger version of
this figure.
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Figure 3: The measured coincidence rate (top) and coincidence-to-accidental ratio (CAR) (bottom) for photon pairs corresponding to
the signal-2 and idler-2 frequency modes as a function of increasing repetition rate for harmonically mode-locked pulsed excitation. As
the pulse shape and peak powers were maintained for different repetition rates, the coincidence rate was found to grow linearly while the CAR
was largely preserved. The slight reduction in CAR and its imperfect linear decrease is imputable to small deviations from the targeted excitation
power. The error bars correspond to the standard deviation calculated for five measurements. Please click here to view a larger version of this
figure.
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Figure 4: The generation of sidebands via electro-optic phase modulation (top) and example density matrix reconstruction for D
= 3 (bottom). (a) Frequency sideband generation by an electro-optic modulator as a function of the frequency , with side-bands spaced
by the frequency of the modulating signal, . FSR: example free spectral range of a micro-ring resonator. (b) Experimental density matrix
reconstruction of a D = 3 frequency-bin entangled two-photon state (real and imaginary parts on the left and right, respectively). Please click here
to view a larger version of this figure.
Discussion
The optical frequency-domain, via QFCs, is advantageous in quantum applications for a host of reasons. Operations are global, acting on all
states simultaneously, which results in a design that does not scale in size or complexity as the state dimensionality increases. This is enhanced
as the components can be reconfigured on-the-fly without changing the setup and are capable of being integrated on-chip by exploiting existing
and/or developing semiconductor and telecommunications infrastructures. The generation techniques could also be adopted for other optical
micro-cavities — such as second-order nonlinear micro-cavities28, micro-disks29, photonic crystal waveguides30,31, etc.
Advances in the excitation scheme will pave the way for high production rates, necessary for quantum information processing applications.
While the production rate of our generation scheme can be increased by mode-locking at higher harmonic frequencies, supermode noise can
lead to instabilities at these higher repetition rates. Suppression of this noise could be accomplished with techniques such as cavity length
modulation32,33, nonlinear compensation34, and high-finesse supermode filtering techniques35,36.
Improvements in the system will result in even higher photon production rates. The total losses for the control portion was 14.5 dB (1 dB for the
notch filter, 4.5 dB for the first programmable filter, 3.5 dB for the phase modulator, and 4.5 dB for the second programmable filter). Production
rates could be increased many-fold through realizable reductions in losses – with a readily available improvement of 5 dB by integrating many of
the control components used in the setup into a single compact, lower-loss optical chip.
Improved control of the frequency-mode mixing through better targeted side-band creation will provide more efficient gates and higher production
rates. As the probability scattering depends on the modulation driving signal (pattern, frequency, and amplitude) and electro-optic modulator
specifications, these must be in the realm to effectively overlap modes (generate side-bands) at the desired mixing frequencies — requiring RF
(GHz) signal speeds, state-of-the-art voltage amplifiers and low  phase modulators.
Current programmable filters are limited in the spectral bandwidth and resolution; the equipment used in the original demonstrations had a
bandwidth from 1527.4 nm to 1567.5 nm and a resolution of 12.5 GHz. With a micro-ring FSR of 200 GHz, this programmable filter provides
access to 10 signal and 10 idler frequencies. The dimensionality of these quantum states could readily reach values upwards of 
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(corresponding to as many as 14 qubits) with advances in programmable filter bandwidth/resolution and optical cavity FSR — all without
increasing the footprint of the setup.
With the QFC platform outlined here, we demonstrate the generation and control of complex quantum states in a compact, reconfigurable,
and practical way. The highlights of our schemes are the capability for high generation rates of pure single photons and global operation
on all states with single components, allowing scalability in the form of mass-produced, low-cost, integrated photonic chips and accessible
telecommunications components. Using this QFC platform, significant steps are made towards quantum information processing technologies.
Quantum communication at high rates is realizable with multiplexed channels, allowing secure information transfer at very efficient rates, while
high-dimensional quantum computing is a developing field that could help overcome the limitations of qubit-based computation37.
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